1). Attention of people anywhere - riveted on us - some don't want to see success.
2). Treaty will be major outcome of meeting -
3). Other problems - very difficult
4). Must try to resolve some of these problems
5). Because of strength of each - special response
6). Relations have a certain shape - both negative & positive.
7). We were either of the two. There was a cold war poisoned atmosphere.
8). There are forces that say detente is a one way street.
9). NATO versus bilateral - living tissue of our relations -
10). Don't reverse decision afterwards -
11). Small line is consistent - peace & broad cooperation - no feasible solution in US.
12). No advantage benefits at expense of US anywhere.
14). Solid with those who struggle.
15). Don't seek to prejudice the legitimate interests of the U.S. +

16). Have taken note of Press statements for better relations ?

17). Don't understand why U.S. continues to build up military outlays - USSR can't afford to let arms develop on U.S. side.

18). What is the cause or crime, if any.

Real security lies in reducing arms & stockpiles of non-nuclear & otherwise.

18). Concept of combating competition or cooperation. The philosophy rests on question.

19). Unfavorable atmosphere - re Soviets - is attributed to press & Congress -

20). This meeting should be directed toward future - i.e. better relations & nonnuclear purposes.

21). Does the U.S. want relations to be truly good & stable - are we prepared to conduct affairs on such a basis.